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The book "Top 40 Costly Mistakes Solar Newbies Make" is a simple and practical guide that could

save you a lot of money, headaches and time during the planning, buying, implementation and

operation phase of your solar power system.Â This new edition is Internet Linked to Free Solar

Resources and Free Solar Calculators!Â Whether you have decided to buy a solar electricity system

or assemble it yourself, you need a guide.Â There are thousands of books, articles, leaflets, forums

and many other resources available online telling you what to do.Â However, it is always easy first

to find out what NOT to do, and get that in a straightforward and comprehensible manner, in the

form of practical tips and hints given by engineers with a long-term experience in electrical and

electronic engineering.Â Do you know when you need a stand-alone system and when - a hybrid

one?Â No matter whether you are a potential buyer or an avid do-it-yourselfer, you are probably

curious to find out the best site in your property for a solar array to install.Â Or you are eager to

know which solar panel type is the best for your case?Â Let&apos;s say you&apos;re a solar

system buyer.Â Are you aware of solar panel guarantee?Â Â Do you know how to benefit from free

solar panel schemes?Â The most important, however, are you sure you can seed the

&apos;good&apos; solar offers from the &apos;bad&apos; ones? Or you&apos;re a solar

do-it-yourselfer and want to implement a solar system all by yourself.Â Surely you need to know the

most common mistakes in panel installation or system sizing.Â What system voltage would be best

for your system?Â Do you know how to choose the right type of battery and charge controller? ....Or

how to avoid some mistakes in connecting system components, which could ruin your solar

project?Â Here are the most common groups of mistakes commonly committed by people who have

decided to go solar:Â Â General mistakes and misconceptionsÂ Mistakes during location

assessmentÂ Mistakes with solar panelsMistakes in solar system sizingÂ Mistakes in assembling

the system componentsMistakes in buying a solar systemMistakes in solar power system

maintenanceÂ Although solar electrics are everywhere around us and there are tons of resources

available on this topic, you don&apos;t need to be an expert to assess what is good for your specific

case.Â Neither you have to refer to costly solar consultants to reveal you the solar basics.Â This

book can save you both money and trouble down the road.Â It is frankly written by experts for

everyone who cannot get started.Â Get started your solar journey today!Act Now!
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This is a short book.... That being said, it is full of priceless information and caveats for anyone

considering installing solar power system.Excellent descriptions of various components, what to

look for, and what to avoid. Explanations of the differences between various types of panels, and

clear descriptions of appropriate setups, location, and other necessary components.This book will

keep you out of trouble when getting into solar energy for your home or business. Short but

exceptionally informative. No fluff or product endorsements. Highly recommended!

Some were known, but others were critical in that hurried decision could very well cost you dearly.

Not very widely written, but a good primer for the beginner. Worthwhile especially if you use it as a

prompt to look for other negative possibilities. Good start in overview perspective.

Good for tje price. Solar power is a lot of flim-flam. Info in book lets you kmow what and who to

believe.

A quick overview of a few issues that should be considered.A few things were not mentioned like

grid feed in tariff calculator to see whether it is worth the outlay and general kW estimates of usuage

per person in a household.

Good book. Things you should make yourself aware of before spending a lot of money on solar . If

you have not you need to.



Have not had the time to read the whole book but what l have read so far l knew. Looks like a good

book for beginners.
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